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Abstract— Eddy Current Braking slows a moving object by 

creating eddy currents through electromagnetic induction 

which create resistance. In this project the design an eddy 

current braking system and optimization for various 

operational parameters has been done. This work is aimed to 

study the properties difference of potentially new designed 

non-commercial brake pad materials with and without 

asbestos under various speed and nominal contact pressure. 

An instrumented sub-scale testing machine equipped with a 

water spray was used.  Frictional recovery occurred within 

seconds after the water spray was removed. In order to clear 

the influence of humidity on the coefficient for friction and 

brake generation.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Friction brakes are required to transform large amounts of 

kinetic energy into heat energy at the contact surfaces 

between a brake rotor and stator. The temperature distribution 

at the friction interface generated in the process is a complex 

phenomenon, which directly affects the braking performance 

and has been investigated by many researchers over many 

years [1–5]. The aim of the work presented here is to 

understand disc/pad interface temperature and friction in 

vehicle braking by means of an exposed thermocouple 

technique for interface temperature measurements and FE 

thermal modeling approach. Life of spinach after harvesting 

affected by a pre-harvest factors like as a harvesting time and 

proper harvesting. The time for to harvest the spinach, lettuce, 

etc..  Is affected on the quality of the fresh vegetables 

(Yolanda Garrido, 2014) [2]. 

 
Fig. 1: Eddy current braking system 

The influence of friction material additives on fade 

has been widely reported. Brass and copper powders in heavy 

duty organic linings are reported to improve the fade 

resistance while aluminum and zinc powders are used for 

imparting better recovery characteristics [10]. Fewer papers 

have reported the effects of various fibres and their 

combinations on both fade and recovery behaviour [8, 11–

13]. In contrast, very little has been reported on the influence 

of resins and their modification on fade and recovery.  [14] 

modified a cashew nut shell liquid polymer with 

orthophosphoric acid and fabricated composites containing 

asbestos and other, albeit incompletely-identified ingredients. 

It was reported that both fade and wear performance 

improved due to resin modification. The modified-resin 

composite proved superior in all the properties except 

recovery behavior. Kim and Jang [15] developed a resin using 

phenol and to achieve higher thermal stability than the 

conventional straight phenolic resin. After developing model 

composites containing conventional and modified resins that 

contained four other ingredients, they studied fade and 

recovery behaviour on a pad-on-disk type tester. Resin 

modifications improved frictional stability and reduced 

friction fluctuations even at high temperature. These 

observations were correlated with the material’s high thermal 

resistance. Wear rate on the other hand, was adversely 

affected by resin modification and was associated with a 

decrease in porosity [5] 

Vehicle brake judder is a low frequency, friction-

induced forced vibration problem, and it is typically 

quantified in terms of brake torque variations (t) [1–4]. The 

primary source to this problem is assumed to be the geometric 

distortions of brake rotors at single or multiple orders of the 

excitation frequency, which is proportional to the vehicle 

speed. Disturbances due to these geometric imperfections of 

brake rotors are transmitted to the driver through structural 

paths with nonlinearities, and can get amplified due to an 

existing path resonance [1–5]. Most mathematical models for 

“cold” brake judder assume a uniform brake disc–pad contact 

surface [1–7]. However, a disc that possesses a wavy braking 

surface will create a non-uniform contact interface between it 

and the brake pad. This non-uniformity on the interfacial 

braking surface can affect heat distribution patterns on the 

disc surface as well as the time-varying effective center of 

pressure. Changes in the center of pressure can affect several 

parameters which can ultimately affect T(t). These suggest 

that judder sensitivity at the caliper can be reduced by 

reducing the effective stiffness of the caliper system, a change 

that can adversely affect pedal feel. But the existing literature 

does not take into account the stiffness distribution from 

leading to trailing edge of the contact interface in the disc–

pad or pad–caliper interfaces during a loaded braking, which 

may uncover means to reduce judder sensitivity at the caliper 

without affecting caliper compliance.[6] 

2.2 Electromagnets Electro magnets are DC type 

that can be powered by battery. Electromagnets are selected 

instead of permanent magnet as electrical actuation is faster 

than mechanical actuation with lower losses 2.3 Schieber’s 

Model Schieber’s model is selected for verifying 

experimental results with theoretical [2]. The model gives 

fairly accurate results over low as well as high speed range. 

According to Schieber’s equation, the braking toque 
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generated in rotating disc under the influence of 

electromagnetic field is given by, Where, = electrical 

conductivity of the rotating disk = sheet thickness rotating 

disk = initial angular velocity r = radius of electromagnet m 

= distance of disc axis from pole-face center BZ = Magnetic 

flux density a = disk radius 3. SIMULATION The simulation 

was carried out on COMSOL Multi physics on magnetic and 

electric fields module. The aim of the simulation was to verify 

the actual results and to generate the deceleration plot. The 

deceleration plot shows an early drop in velocity due to high 

torque developed by eddy current present in the disc. The 

initial parameters were loaded in the study. A stationary study 

was done to evaluate the eddy current generated in the disc. 

Also a time dependent study was done to show the 

development of the same eddy currents in the disc with 

deceleration.  

II. MESHING  

The meshing must be more concentrated in the junction were 

the magnetic field lines transferred into the disc from the 

magnet. The mesh shape was selected to be free tetrahedral 

and triangular edge elements. [11] 

 
Fig. 2: Principle of operation eddy current braking system. 

A. Working Principle of Machine: 

1) Faradey’s law  

It works on the principle of faraday’s law it state that when 

there is relative motion between conductor and magnetic field 

then EMF is generated.  

2) Lenz law  

It state that when EMF is generated by a change in magnetic 

flux according to faradey’s law the polarity of induced EMF 

is such that it produces an induced current whose magnetic 

field opposes the initial changing magnetic field which 

produces it. 

III. CONCLUSION 

1) The experimental results confirm that the brake friction 

interface temperature can be measured by an exposed 

thermocouple technique, and that the temperature 

characteristics identified from these measurements 

cannot be identified by other temperature measurement 

techniques.  

2) A statistical Design of Experiments approach has 

indicated that the number of braking applications has the 

strongest effect on the interface temperatures in 

comparison with other factors, i.e. friction loads, sliding 

speeds and friction material composition. 4.0 [2] 

The surface topography of three pairs of brake pads at 

different states of wear has been measured and analyzed with 

respect to the basic statistical properties. It was shown that 

wear flattens peaks and fills valleys with debris, and thus has 

the tendency to decrease the standard deviation of the summit 

heights drastically. Since abstract considerations on the 

stability of systems of deformable bodies show that the 

contact stiffness is one of the key parameters, the measured 

surface data have been used to formulate constitutive contact 

laws. First, a statistical contact model in the sense of 

Greenwood and Williamson has been given, where the 

statistical distributions of the summit heights have been taken 

from measurements. Alternatively, a fully numerical 

calculation of the deformation of the measured surface has 

been carried out using half-space theory and the principle of 

minimum of complementary potential energy. From both 

contact models relations have been derived, which give the 

contact stiffness as a function of the local nominal contact 

pressure.[7] 
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